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 548 THE GULF STREAM?DISCUSSION.

 of the Trade Winds of the Atlantic * with average results, and of changes
 in the surface temperature of the North Atlantic with normal values,
 there was found to be some evidence to prove that departures from the
 average strength of the two Trade Winds during a series of months, and at
 times during even so short a period as one month, were roughly reflected
 in deviations from the normal through the agency of the Equatorial Current
 and Gulf Stream in the average distribution of surface temperature in the
 North Atlantic in the corresponding series of months or month, as the
 case may be, of the succeeding year, notwithstanding the existence of many
 other causes affecting the temperature of the surface water, which must
 tend towards masking the appearance of such connection.

 Proof may, therefore, be claimed, resting on a chain of evidence, that
 many of the climatic changes to which our islands are subject owe their
 origin to modifications in the Trade Winds of the Atlantic ; communicated
 through the agency of the great Equatorial Current, and its giant off-
 spring the Gulf Stream.

 Sir Dtjncan Johnston (before the paper): Commander Hepworth has been
 kind enough to come here to read a paper on the Gulf Stream, and without
 more ado I will ask him to commence it.

 Dr. W. N. Shaw (after the paper); I would sooner speak on almost any
 subject in this room than on the Gulf Stream, about which I know little more
 than I did as a schoolboy. For anything that my office has to do about the
 Gulf Stream I go to Captain Hepworth, knowing that he is constantly keeping
 a watch on the behaviour of ocean currents from various points of view, and
 that he is in particular interested in the behaviour of the Gulf Stream. I have,
 therefore, listened with great interest to what he has been saying about this
 subject of perennial interest, but I may frankly say that I feel there are still a
 good many questions one would like to ask about the Gulf Stream. One, by
 the way?there was a case in which the tidal variation in a certain current was
 said to be as much as 3 miles an hour. Is that really so ?

 Commander Hepworth : I was speaking by the book; I am only quoting.
 Dr. Shaw : That means, of course, that the variation becomes 72 miles a

 day ; but it seems such a considerable amount that I wondered if some mistake
 had not been made in the unit. The question of the Gulf Stream is to me part
 of a problem of the greatest interest because of its analogy with the problem of
 the circulation of the atmosphere, and that is the circulation of the waters of the
 ocean. I know so little about ocean currents, and I find it so difficult to picture
 them in my mind in a way that is satisfactory to carry about with one and
 keep by one as a guide and friend in all questions of the kind. From what
 Commander Hepworth said, I gathered his view was that the Gulf Stream was

 * ' The Trade Winds of the Atlantic Ocean, Comprising: A comparison of the
 changes in the temperature of the Water of the North Atlantic and in the strength
 of the Trade Winds.* By M. W. Campbell Hepworth. ' Climatological Tables for
 St. Helena, with Report on the Records of the Robinson Anemograph. Erom 1892
 to 1907.' By John Somers Dines, b.a. * Note on the connexion between the
 periodic variations of wind velocity and of atmospheric pressure.' By Ernest Gold,
 m.a. Schuster Reader of Meteorology. Published by the authority of the Meteoro?
 logical Committee. 1910.
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 part of a great ciroulation coming out of the Gulf of Mexico round by our shores,
 and so back again?a complete circulation of water which gets warm in one
 part of its journey and cold in another; like the circulating pipe of a hot- water
 circulation such as we have in our houses, there is always the same water going
 round and round. Well, that won5t do for the atmosphere. We get into a
 terrible entanglement if we regard the atmosphere as circulating like that, and
 one wonders if oceanic circulation is of that kind. I can quite see from Gom-
 mander Hepworth's diagrams that it is possible to represent a circulation going
 round : there is certainly what is technically known in mathematics as circula?
 tion, but then I am disturbed by that remarkable Labrador Current that comes
 down from the north and makes a plunge at the Gulf Stream and does some-
 thing with it. I am not quite sure what it does. An interesting part of the
 question is how the water gets into the Labrador Current and manages to go on
 always coming from the north. With atmospheric circulation we are also
 accustomed to currents coming from the north. We cannot get an atmospheric
 circulation without them; we do not call it a Labrador Current, but it is a
 northerly or north-easterly one, and it comes into all our circulations. I wonder
 how it is accounted for in the oceanic circulation, and what is its relation to
 that current supposed to flow from the Mediterranean that somehow iinds its
 way to our islands and further north.

 These matters are rather diflicult to illustrate, but one of the most appeal-
 ing ways of representing the Gulf Stream is the diagram of isotherms that
 Commander Hepworth showed. You can see a group of isotherms close
 together, and you recognize the Gulf Stream. You see the isotherms spread out
 fan-shaped, and there is the continuation of the Gulf Stream. That oongestion
 of temperature lines is not the Gulf Stream itself, but where the Gulf Stream is
 stopping. The place of great transition between hot and cold water is one
 boundary of the Gulf Stream, and the curious thing is that the Gulf Stream as
 indicated by isotherms has only one boundary. There is only one steep slope
 between hot and cold water. If the Gulf Stream was a hot current flowing
 along, there ought to be a slope of temperature on either side. Since the
 diagram has a steep slope on one side, the actual current must be somewhere to
 the south-east of what you see marked.

 These ocean currents are profoundly interesting and mostly inadequately
 investigated in these days. After much labour we have got a picture of the
 surface circulation of the ocean, but now one wants to know what the departures
 from the normal are?a matter very difficult to flnd out. Commander
 Hepworth has done great service in studying the years represented in the
 diagrams. I am not sure he will carry us all with him in the demonstration of
 the direct connection between difference of temperature of the Atlantic in a
 particular year and the temperature of these islands in the same year.
 As a matter of fact, he has hit upon a very hard nut to crack?the tempera?
 ture of these islands. We have the great Atlantic on the west, it is true,
 but we have the great Eurasian continent pn the east, which disturbs almost
 any theory put forward as to the causes of temperature in these islands.
 If you want to get these islands frosted, for example, you can do it in two
 ways. You can get a current round by Spitsbergen probably coming right
 round from the north of Asia, or you can bring to bear upon us the influence of
 the great Eurasian continent on the east and bring the cold weather across by
 the Strait of Dover. In that way we are exposed to variations of temperature,
 warmth as well as cold, that make it particularly diflicult to trace the relations.
 Still, the fact that we have got the diagrams on the lithographic stones means
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 550 THE GULF STREAM?DISCUSSION.

 that we are making a certain definite advance, and I am very much obliged to
 Commander Hepworth for putting it before us.

 Sir Henry Trotter : I have been quite unexpectedly called upon to take
 the chair, and as I have not studied the subject dealt with since long sea
 journeys to India in 1862,1 am not prepared to speak on it. It only remains
 for me to propose a vote of thanks to the lecturer, Commander Hepworth, for
 the most interesting and detailed lecture he has given us?the result, I am sure,
 of much study and research. It will, I am quite sure, have been thoroughly
 appreciated by the scientific audience assembled here to-day.

 Captain T. H. Tizarb, it.r.s., sends the following eommunication: Few
 people, I imagine, who have had no practical experience of the Gulf Stream
 realize what it is and does. I was navigating officer in H.M.S. ChaUenger during
 her voyage round the world, 1872-76, and on two occasions the vessel passed
 through and sounded and investigated the depth, width, and velocity of this
 stream (see pp. 154-157 and 158-160 and plan at p. 134 of vol. 1, part 1,
 * Reports of Scientific Results of the Exploring Voyage of H.M.S. ChaUenger').

 On May 1, 1873, when in lat. 36? 27?' N., long. 71? 46' W., about 200 miles
 north-east from Cape Hatteras, we found the stream to be 15 miles wide, 100
 fathoms in depth, and running at a rate of 3 knots, so that the ChaUenger had to
 be put before the wind and to steam at a rate of 3 knots to keep the sounding
 line perpendicular, which is as if the ship was anehored by the weights on
 the lead line with a current running past her at a rate of 3 knots. It was
 an astonishing sight and will not easily be forgotten by any one witnessing it.
 After crossing the stream here the vessel proceeded to Halifax, and from thence
 steered to the southward for Bermuda. In this section the Gulf Stream was

 broken up into a number of minor streams, five in all, extending over a breadth
 of 250 miles with cold water separating the streams from each other. The tem?
 peratures obtained below the surface proved that in no ease did the depth of the
 warm water exceed 50 fathoms, and the rate of the stream, as shown by the
 current drags as well as by observation whilst the vessel was sounding, did not
 reach 1? knots, so that about 400 miles to the north-eastward of the position
 on May 1 the Gulf Stream was being dispersed, its depth and rate only half what
 they were when the ship was in lat. 36? 25|' N., long. 71? 46' W.

 With reference to the particular route followed by the Gulf Stream after
 passing Cape Hatteras, it is well to consider that the American rivers discharge
 into the Atlantic, north of that eape, a large quantity of cold water, very little
 of anything above freezing point during the spring, and this water, being fresh,
 although cold, keeps on the surface of the salter ocean and assists in keeping
 the Arctic or Labrador current cold. Moreover, the Gulf Stream, eoming from
 the south where the Earth is moving from west to east more rapidly than it is
 further north, tends to make the Gulf Stream move in a north-easterly direction,
 whilst the Arctic water from the north, where the Earth moves at a less rate per
 hour than it does further south, keeps the cold water borne by it close to the coast.
 Such effects are well known, for even with trains travelling in a north and south
 direction one rail is always more worn away than the other, if the train is travelling
 north it is the eastern rail which is most affeeted, and if travelling south the
 western rail.

 With respect to the influence of the wind in generating currents, one effect
 not touched on by Commander Campbell Hepworth is that a steady wind, like
 the north-east trade, blowing off the north-western coast of Africa, blows the
 surface water away from the shore, and its place is supplied by the cooler water
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 from below, so that the north-west coast of Africa, from the Straits of Gibraltar
 to the Cape Verda islands, is blessed with sea-water of a comparatively low
 temperature, which has a beneficial effect on the climate. So much is this the
 case that even in the Straits of Gibraltar itself, the temperature of the sea in
 August at Tangier is 10? F. below the temperature of the sea at Gibraltar; this
 makes Tangier a more bracing place than the south of Spain.

 Similar effeets are produced by the south-east trade of the Pacific, for the
 water being blown off shore is replaced by the cooler water from below the
 whole distance from Valparaiso to the Galapagos island: the effect is well
 shown at Callao, where the sea-water has a temperature about 12? to 14? below the
 summer temperature of the air.

 With regard to the influence of the Gulf Stream on the European coasts, it
 is generally inferred that because Great Britain, Ireland, the Fseroe island, and
 Norway enjoy a milder climate in winter then Sweden, Denmark, Germany, etc,
 this must be due to the direct influence of the Gulf Stream. In dealing with
 this question it is necessary to consider the properties of salt water. That water,
 when heated, is not necessarily lighter than the cooler water below, for its specifio
 gravity may be greater although its temperature may be higher. Thus the
 Mediterranean, the specific gravity of which is 1*028, against 1*026 of the Atlantic,
 has a uniform temperature of from 55? to 56? F. from a depth of 100 fathoms
 to the bottom, whereas in the Atlantic the temperature of 55? does not extend
 below the depth of 300 fathoms ; this causes the Mediterranean water to flow out
 at the bottom near the submarine ridge which separates the deep basin of the
 Mediterranean from that of the Atlantic, and to flow in at the surface. This
 Mediterranean water sinks as it flows outwards, and causes the eastern basin
 of the Atlantic, between the European coast and the submarine elevation in the
 centre of the Atlantic, known as the Dolphin ridge, and between the Canary
 islands and the Wyville Thomson ridge, between the Fseroe islands and the Shet-
 lands, to be of a much higher temperature than the water in any other basin;
 as here the temperature of 40? F. is to be found at a depth of 1000 fathoms. This
 warmer water flows over the Wyville Thomson ridge above the cold water
 of the Arctic basin towards the coast of Norway, but doubtless receives some
 accession from the water impelled by the prevailing westerly winds of the North
 Atlantic between the northern edge of the Trade wind and the parallel of 50? E.
 Although the effect of the Mediterranean water cannot be separated from the
 drift current impelled by the westerly winds across the Atlantic, some portion
 of which has been heated by the Gulf Stream, still its effect must be very consider-
 able, and it is certainly this water which flows over the Wyville Thomson ridge
 towards the Norwegian coasts and into the Arctic basin, the surface water from
 which appears to be diverted to the southward between Iceland and Greenland
 by the northerly winds prevailing in this locality. This is the main cause of
 what is known as the Labrador Current, though it is augmented by the offset
 out of Baffin Bay.

 The following remarks have been communicated by Mr. Leighton Jordan :?
 1. Among many interesting points in Commander Hepworth's paper the

 one which seems to me to be of the greatest importance in the present
 position of the discussion of oceanic circulation is his allusion to the records of
 tidal action in causing alterations of velocity in the Gulf Stream. The subject
 is not new, but is now, I believe, for the first time formally brought before the
 Royal Geographical Society, and Commander Hepworth, by his allusion to it,
 has opened a door which leads a long way. There can, I think, be no doubt
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 552 THE GULF STREAM?DISCUSSION.

 that the tidal action observed in the Gulf Stream and in the current of the

 Caribbean sea exists all along the anti-cyclonic current, of which they form a part,
 revolving between the equator and 40? N. At any rate, that anti-cyclone is
 the normal course for tide waves raised and controlled by the direct action of
 the moon, and a mathematical demonstration was about forty years ago given
 to show that there must, of necessity, be an incessant circulation of water
 through all such "forced" tide waves.* When such a wave is thrown
 against a shore-line the moon loses control and it becomes a "free wave,"
 which has its course determined by the action of the Earth's rotation. That
 gives the wave a cyclonic course directly the moon lets go.

 Such an offset from the Atlantic anti-cyclone enters the English Channel
 and shows its tendency to cyclonic motion by the greater f orce of its right hand
 side, which ascends along the coast of France, reaches the end of the Channel,
 and returns down the Channel by the English coast and passes Beachy Head
 before meeting the left-hand portion of the ascending tide. A precisely similar
 cyclonic tendency has been shown to exist in the river Plate; but, being in
 the southern hemisphere, it is the left-hand side of the ascending tide which
 predominates.,j?

 2. The free Atlantic wave which enters the Channel has its action compli-
 cated by the direct local action of the moon tending to create a forced wave
 there with anti-cyclonic motion. And in fact the opposing tides meet near the
 Channel Islands, raising very high tides off the coast of France in their neigh?
 bourhood, whilst higher up the Channel they either neutralize each other, or create
 each an independent smaller tide so as to cause four tides a day.

 The Atlantic cyclone is clearly the predominant tide in the Channel; but
 that does not appear to be the case in the Mediterranean sea. In the latter,
 the area for local tidal action is greater, and the access from the Atlantic is narrow.
 The Atlantic tide flows over a shallow ridge outside the Straits of Gibraltar,
 and immediately shows its cyclonic tendency by the greater strength of its right-
 hand side, which flows eastwards off the north coast of Africa until it meets the
 opposing anti-cyolone in the Bay of Tunis, where they combine to create a tide
 three times higher than in any other part of the sea ; whilst further east they
 more or less neutralize each other.

 3. In the central part of each of the great oceans there is a massive move?
 ment of the water from the equator towards the 40th parallel of latitude, com-
 pared with which the surrounding anti-cyclones are rivulets, though having in
 many parts greater velocities. Immediately the Challenger records gave practical
 confirmation as to the existence of that central motion in each ocean the
 solution of its cause became really the great paramount question in the theory
 of oceanic circulation; and that was recognized to be so by the late Mr. A. G.
 Findlay, who had long been the leading spokesman of the Council of the
 Boyal Geographical Society on the subject.

 The fact is, that whilst the moon raises the water in the open ocean about
 4 feet above the level which the sole action of the Earth's gravitation tends to
 give it, the Earth's axial rotation raises it permanently about 13 miles above
 that level all round the equator. That shows the existence of a force
 acting on the ocean vastly exceeding the tidal action of the moon and
 the sun. It shows the lifting force of the Earth's axial rotation to be
 about seventeen thousand times greater than that of the moon. And by

 * See p. 291 of ' Natural Philosophy,, by the writer.
 t See * The Sling,' by the writer, p. 273, 2nd ed.
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 a mathematical argument similar to that above referred to as necessitating
 an incessant circulation through any forced lunar or solar tide, it has been shown
 that the contrifugal force which raises that permanent tide can maintain the level
 along the equator only by creating an incessant circulation through which the
 water is lifted vertically along the equator and flows away laterally over each
 side to sink again in the temperate zones, and return in the understrata to rise
 again along the equator.*

 PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GLACIAL GEOLOGY OF EAST
 ANTARCTICA.t

 By GRIFFITH TAYLOR, B.Sc, B.E. (Syd.), B.A. (Oantab.), F.G.S., Senior
 Geologist to Captain Seott's Expedition, and Leader of the Western Parties.

 Part VI.

 Cwms.

 It is only of late that the great importance of the cwm topography has
 been realized in England. This is surprising in view of the magnificent
 clusters of cwms (" Karling") which constitute Snowdonia and Cader
 Idris. The latter especially is a perfect example of a small Karling. In
 fact, one might safely say that the most striking feature in glacial topo?
 graphy in Great Britain has attracted the least attention.

 On a recent visit to Barmouth the resemblance in the topography to
 that of Granite harbour (East Antarctica) was almost ludicrous. The same
 broad valley?the same riegel and high level terraces or alp plateaux;
 the rounded nunakoller and cuspate nunatakker; and on the slopes of
 the bounding walls the same magnificent cwms.

 In Europe the cwms of Wales, the corries of Scotland, cirques of France
 and Kare of Germany and the Alps, are all confined to high-level topo?
 graphy. In Antarctica they are found at all levels, from near the summit
 of Mount Lister (13,000) down to sea-level. For instance, we spent
 some days encamped in a beautiful little cwm?now entered by the sea
 in Granite harbour. This was named the Devil's Punch Bowl, and was
 separated from the New glacier by the Devil's ridge, surmounted by the
 Devil's Thumb (see Plate I. (6)).

 Another beautiful cwm was that occupied by the Davis glacier, just
 east of the Mount Lister. In both cases, as the maps show, the cwm was
 bounded by a comparatively narrow ridge, which was of great interest
 in the case of the Devil's Punch Bowl. For this ridge was all that separated
 the present new glacier from the deep bowl of the cwm, and yet it had

 See p. 293 of * Natural Philosophy,' quoted above.
 f Continued from p. 467.
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